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A Cross-Layer Admission Control Framework for
Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks using

Multiple Antennas
Bechir Hamdaoui and Parameswaran Ramanathan

Abstract— Unlike single omnidirectional antennas, multiple
antennas offer wireless ad-hoc networks potential increases
in their achievable throughput and capacity. Due to recent
advances in antenna technology, it is now affordable to build
wireless devices with more than one antenna. As a result,
multiple antennas are expected to be an essential part of next-
generation wireless networks to support the rapidly emerging
multimedia applications characterized by their high and diverse
QoS needs. This paper develops an admission control framework
that exploits the benefits of multiple antennas to better support
applications with QoS requirements in wireless ad-hoc networks.
The developed theory provides wireless ad-hoc networks with
flow-level admission control capabilities while accounting for
cross-layer effects between the PHY and the MAC layers. Based
on the developed theory, we propose a mechanism that multiple
antenna equipped nodes can use to control flows’ admissibility
into the network. Through simulation studies, we show that the
proposed mechanism results in high flow acceptance rates and
high network throughput utilization.

Index Terms— Cross-layer admission control, quality of service
(QoS), multiple antennas, wireless ad-hoc networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNTIL recently, wireless ad-hoc networks were composed
of nodes that are equipped with single omnidirectional

antennas. Due to advances in antenna technology, it is now
possible to build wireless nodes with more than one antenna.
Unlike single antennas, multiple antennas, also referred to
as antenna arrays, offer wireless ad-hoc networks potential
benefits. First, they can improve the spatial reuse of the
spectrum by allowing multiple simultaneous communications
in the same vicinity. Second, they can increase the capac-
ity/data rates of transmissions by exploiting the spatial division
multiplexing in rich scattering environments. Third, they can
increase transmission ranges by concentrating the power of
transmitted signals toward desired directions. Finally, they
can substantially reduce the amount of energy consumed by
nodes [1] by beamforming the transmitted signals. Because of
their potential benefits, multiple antennas are expected to be an
essential part of next-generation wireless ad-hoc networks to
face and support the rapidly emerging multimedia applications
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characterized by their high and diverse quality of service
(QoS) requirements.

From the PHY layer’s perspective, the benefits of multiple
antennas are well-understood in the literature [2–6]. However,
efficient exploitation of these benefits at higher layers is still
under investigation [7–13]. Generally speaking, researchers
have mainly focused on developing medium access control
(MAC) protocols that are suited for wireless ad-hoc networks
when equipped with the multiple antenna technology [8, 9, 12,
13]. The proposed MACs aim at exploiting some of the offered
benefits of multiple antennas such as spatial reuse [12, 13] and
spatial multiplexing [14] to provide better network utilization.

This paper develops an admission control theoretical frame-
work that exploits the benefits of multiple antennas to better
support flows with QoS needs in wireless ad-hoc networks.
To the best of our knowledge, exploiting the multiple antenna
benefits to provide flow-level QoS methods in wireless ad-hoc
networks has not been addressed yet. The developed theory
provides wireless ad-hoc networks with flow-level admission
control capabilities while accounting for cross-layer effects
between the PHY and the MAC layers.

The paper proceeds as follows. First, in Section II, we
elaborate on the benefits of multiple antennas by providing
insightful illustrations that are useful to understand the de-
veloped flow-level admission control framework. Second, in
Section III, we develop a packet-level statistical framework
that models the spatial reuse and the spatial multiplexing
benefits offered by the array of antennas. This statistical model
provides a method that each node can use to determine the
amount of spatial reuse and/or multiplexing available in the
node’s vicinity given 1) the node’s maximum transmit power,
2) the multipath nature of the wireless environment, and 3)
the errors associated with the technique used by nodes to
estimate the channel coefficients. Third, in Section IV, we
use the proposed packet-level statistical method to develop the
flow-level admission control theory. The developed theory is
then used to propose a link-bandwidth calculation mechanism
that wireless nodes can distributively use to determine their
available bandwidths to any of their neighbors, and thus to
control the admissibility of QoS flows into the network. It
is important to mention that this paper does not propose a
MAC protocol. In fact, the proposed admission control mech-
anism relies on 1) underlying MAC protocols to exchange
its messages, and 2) existing routing protocols to find QoS
aware routes for end-to-end flows. The effectiveness of the
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mechanism is evaluated via simulations in Section V. We
show that the proposed mechanism results in high end-to-end
flow acceptance rates and high network throughput utilizations
when used in wireless ad-hoc networks to control flows’ ad-
missibility. We also demonstrate the importance and the effect
of considering cross-layer couplings into the development of
admission control methods. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first describe the network model and as-
sumptions, and then provide some insightful illustrations that
are useful for understanding the admission control framework
developed later in the paper.

A. Model, Assumptions, and Notation

We consider a wireless ad-hoc network consisting of a finite
nonempty set N of nodes. Each node m is equipped with
an antenna array of Km elements that it uses to transmit
and receive signals. Each node is also characterized by a
transmission range defined as the furthest distance that the
node’s transmitted signal can reach. Let L ⊆ N × N be the
set of all pairs (m,n) of distinct nodes in N such that m
and n are within each other’s transmission range. An ordered
pair of nodes (m,n) in L is said to form a flow f if node
m needs to transmit to node n. We refer to node m as the
transmitter of flow f and node n as the receiver of flow f .
The flow f is said to be active if m is currently transmitting
to n; otherwise, the flow is said to be inactive. Let F denote
the set of all flows. Hereafter, we model the wireless ad-hoc
network as the undirected graph G = (N ,L,F) referred to
as node topology graph.

Each node in the network is also assumed to be capable of
estimating the coefficients of the wireless channel between it
and any of its neighbors. We propose that nodes use one of
the traditional techniques [1] to estimate channel coefficients
and we let σ2

E be the estimation error variance associated
with that technique. The variance σ2

E can be computed as
σ2

n

LE where L is the length of pilot sequence per antenna, E
is the transmit energy per pilot symbol per antenna, and σ2

n

is the noise variance of channel [1]. We also assume that
channel conditions remain constant over the course of any
communication; i.e., nodes update their channel coefficients
at the beginning of every communication and assume that
these coefficients stay unchanged until the communication
is finished. Sensor and mesh networks are two examples in
which the channels coefficients can be safely assumed to
experience little variability due to the static nature of nodes.
We further assume that the wireless environment is multipath
(rich scattering conditions), and hence the matrix Hm,n of
channel coefficients between any pair (m,n) of nodes is of full
rank. Under the multipath assumption, the elements of Hm,n

can be modelled as Gaussian i.i.d random variables with zero
mean and unit variance [15]. Hereafter, we use the following
notation.

• um,i: the Km×1 transmitting weight vector used by node
m to transmit its ith stream of data on its antenna array.
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Fig. 1. Node topology graph for interference suppression illustration.

The jth element (um,i,j) of um,i corresponds to the jth

element of the antenna array. If only one stream of data
is being transmitted, um will then be used to denote the
transmitting weight vector.

• vm,i: the Km×1 receiving weight vector used by node m
to receive its ith stream of data on its antenna array. The
jth element (vm,i,j) of vm,i corresponds to the jth element
of the antenna array. If only one stream of data is being
received by m, the notation vm will then be used instead.

• Pm: the maximum transmit/receive power of node m
normalized to the noise power. Throughout this paper, Pm

will be called maximum normalized power of node m.

• ξm: the frame error rate tolerated by node m. That is, if at
most ξm% of the packets are lost or erroneous, the quality
of the communication is still considered acceptable.

B. Interference Suppression and Signal Nulling

Consider the wireless ad-hoc network represented
by the node topology graph G = (N ,L,F),
shown in Fig. 1, where N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, L =
{(2, 5), (5, 1), (1, 4), (4, 3), (3, 6)}, and F = {f1, f2, f3}.
Now suppose that node 2 is transmitting a one-stream of
data to node 5 and node 3 is also transmitting a one-stream
of data to node 6 (flows f2 and f3 are active). Let u2 and
v5 denote the transmitting and the receiving weight vectors
used respectively by nodes 2 and 5 to communicate flow
f2, and u3 and v6 denote those used by nodes 3 and 6 to
communicate flow f3. Here, we want to find out whether
node 1 can transmit to node 3 in concurrence with node 3’s
transmission and node 5’s reception and, if so, how this is
possible.

In order for f1, f2, and f3 to be active concurrently, one
needs to ensure the following: 1) node 1’s signal must achieve
a unit gain at node 4; 2) node 2’s signal must achieve a unit
gain at node 5; 3) node 3’s signal must achieve a unit gain at
node 6; 4) node 1’s signal must be nulled (or suppressed) at
node 5; and 5) node 3’s signal must be nulled (or suppressed)
at node 4. In terms of equations, one can write

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

uT
1 H1,4v4 = 1, 1’s signal received at 4; (a)

uT
2 H2,5v5 = 1, 2’s signal received at 5; (b)

uT
3 H3,6v6 = 1, 3’s signal received at 6; (c)

uT
1 H1,5v5 = 0, 1’s signal suppressed at 5; (d)

uT
3 H3,4v4 = 0, 3’s signal suppressed at 4. (e)

(1)

There are two approaches that one can use to design weight
vectors u1, u2, u3, v4, v5, and v6 so that flows f1, f2, and
f3 can be active simultaneously (e.g., satisfy all the equations
of System (1)).

1) Centralized Approach: One approach is to formulate
the problem as the following global minimization problem.
Find the weight vectors u1, u2, u3, v4, v5, and v6 that
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minimize the total power1,
∑3

m=1 ||um||2 +
∑5

n=4 ||vn||2,
subject to: Eqs. (1)(a)-(e); ||um||2 ≤ Pm for m = 1, 2, 3;
and ||vn||2 ≤ Pn for n = 4, 5, 6. Although, the global
minimization formulation provides solutions, if any exist, that
would always provide optimal spatial multiplexing/reuse, it is
not practically attractive for three reasons. First, it requires the
knowledge of global information and hence a global center
to gather the information and solve the problem. Second,
it may require the readjustment of weight vectors of nodes
already involved in ongoing transmissions and/or receptions.
For example, the global solution may be such that the new
transmitting weight vector u3 is different from that used
before the new flow f1 emerged. This causes an extra control
overhead since node 3 will have to readjust its weight vector
u3 to the new solution obtained from solving the global
optimization problem. Third, the problem is not linear. Hence
it cannot be solved by traditional linear programming methods;
i.e., it requires more complex techniques. This approach could,
however, serve as a baseline on how much spatial reuse and/or
spatial multiplexing a node can obtain.

2) Distributed Approach: A second approach is to decen-
tralize the global optimization problem described above into
two local optimization problems. In this approach, we let the
transmitter of the new emerging flow be responsible for nulling
its signal at all nearby receivers. Also, we let the receiver
of the new emerging flow be responsible for suppressing the
interference caused by all nearby transmitters. This approach
requires that the new transmitter cooperate with all of its
nearby interfering receivers (i.e., by exchanging weight vectors
among each others) to determine its optimal transmitting
weight vector. Similarly, it requires that the new receiver
cooperate with all of its nearby transmitters to determine its
optimal receiving weight vector. The new transmitter needs
then to solve a local minimization problem which consists
of minimizing its total power subject to making sure that
its signal is nulled at all nearby receivers while achieving a
unit gain at the desired receiver. Likewise, the new receiver
is required to solve a local minimization problem consisting
of minimizing its total power subject to suppressing the in-
terference coming from all nearby transmitters. Let’s consider
the example again for illustration. The transmitter of the new
flow (node 1) can cooperate with its nearby receiver (node
5) to locally solve for u1. Here, for example, node 5 sends
its receiving weight vector v5 to node 1 which uses to solve
its local minimization problem; i.e., find u1 that minimizes
||u1||2 subject to Eqs. (1)(a) and (d).

Unlike the global minimization approach, this approach
is distributive in that it requires a cooperative exchange of
information among neighbor nodes only to design weight
vectors satisfying all the equations of System (1). In addition,
the constraints of this approach are linear and hence the two
local minimization problems require simple methods to solve
(in fact, as we see later, each problem has a closed-form
solution). Another advantage of this approach is that it does
not require the readjustment of weight vectors of nodes already

1It is not necessary to optimize w.r.t power consumption to illustrate the
point we are trying to make here; in fact, all what one needs is a feasible
solution. The reason for choosing power consumption as an objective will,
however, become clear later in Sections II-C and II-D.
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Fig. 2. Node topology graph for power illustration.

involved in ongoing communications (e.g., readjustment of u3

or v5). Due to its simplicity and practicality, in this work, we
consider this distributed approach to exploit the spatial reuse
and the spatial multiplexing benefits offered by the adaptive
antenna arrays.

C. Spatial Reuse Versus Spatial Division Multiplexing

Consider the wireless ad-hoc network G = (N ,L,F),
as shown in Fig. 2, where N = {1, 2, 3, 4}, L =
{(1, 3), (2, 4), (1, 4)}, and F = {f1, f2}. Assume that the
number of antennas are such that K1 = K3 = 1 and
K2 = K4 = 2. Also, assume that f1 and f2 are the only
two flows in the network; i.e., node 1 has data to send to
node 3 and node 2 has data to send to node 4.

Let’s suppose that while node 1 is transmitting to node 3
(i.e., flow f1 is active), node 2 wants to transmit to node 4.
Let u1 be the (1 × 1) transmitting weight vector that node 1
is currently using to weigh its transmitted signal and v3 be
the (1 × 1) receiving weight vector that node 3 is currently
using to weigh the signal received from node 1. In order
for node 4 to receive an interference-free signal from node
2, it must design its receiving weight vector v4 in such a
way that it suppresses the interference caused by node 1’s
transmission while assuring an acceptable gain (e.g., unit) of
its intended signal coming from node 2. In terms of equations,
these constraints can be written as (uT

2 H2,4)v4 = 1 and
(uT

1 H1,4)v4 = 0 where u2 = [u2,1 u2,2]T is the transmitting
weight vector of node 2 and v4 = [v4,1 v4,2]T is the receiving
weight vector of node 4. Because the elements of each of
H1,4 and H2,4 are i.i.d, there exists a unique solution v∗

4

to the system of these two equations; i.e., knowing H1,4,
H2,4, u1, and u2, node 4 can solve the system of the two
equations to determine v∗

4 . Hence if there is no limit on node
4’s receive power, it is always possible for node 4 to receive
one interference-free stream of data from node 2 concurrently
with node 1’s transmitted signal. Hence, multiple antennas
may increase the spatial reuse by allowing concurrent flows
in the same vicinity; i.e., because of node 4’s two antennas,
f1 and f2 can both be active simultaneously.

Now suppose that node 1 is not currently transmitting.
Node 4 can then use both of its degrees of freedom
(i.e., both antennas) to receive two streams of data con-
currently. To design its receiving weight vectors v4,1 =
[v4,1,1 v4,1,2]T and v4,2 = [v4,2,1 v4,2,2]T , node 4 will
then have to solve the following two systems each of two
linear equations: (uT

2,1H2,4)v4,1 = 1, (uT
2,2H2,4)v4,1 = 0

and (uT
2,1H2,4)v4,2 = 0, (uT

2,2H2,4)v4,2 = 1. The vectors
u4,1 = [u4,1,1 u4,1,2]T and u4,2 = [u4,2,1 u4,2,2]T are the
two transmitting weight vectors used by node 2 to transmit
its two streams. Again under the rich scattering environment
assumption, each of the above two systems has a unique
solution, v∗

4,1 and v∗
4,2. Without power limitation, node 4 can

always receive two concurrent data streams by weighing its
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received signal using the two solutions v∗
4,1 and v∗

4,2. Note
that now node 1 cannot transmit without causing interference
at node 4 (spatial reuse is not possible now). This is because
both of node 4’s degrees of freedom are used to receive
the two-stream flow via exploitation of the spatial division
multiplexing offered by its antenna array.

To summarize, a node’s degrees of freedom (number of
antennas) can be exploited in one of three ways: 1) all degrees
are used to send a multiple-stream flow of data by exploiting
the spatial division multiplexing of the antenna array; 2) all
degrees of freedom are used to increase the spatial reuse of the
spectrum by allowing multiple concurrent streams in the same
vicinity; 3) some of the degrees are used to send a multiple-
steam flow while the others are used to allow for concurrent
streams in the same neighborhood.

D. Physical Limitations

Note that the level of exploitation of the spatial reuse and/or
multiplexing offered by the antenna arrays is contingent on
physical limitations such as node’s power, multipath, and/or
channel estimation errors. For instance, referring to the exam-
ple in Section II-C for illustration, note that it is the existence
of the solution v∗

4 that allows node 4 to receive its interference-
free signal concurrently with node 1’s transmission. However,
if v∗

4 is such that ||v∗
4||2 > P4, then node 4 can no longer

receive an interference-free signal.
Hence, when a node is equipped with K-element antenna

array (K degrees of freedom), it does not mean that K
concurrent streams (spatial reuse and/or multiplexing) can
occur within the node’s vicinity; physical constraints may
restrict the number of the possible concurrent streams to be
less than K. In the next section, we develop a theoretical
framework that captures the spatial reuse and/or multiplexing
benefits of multiple antennas while accounting for physical
limitations.

III. PACKET-LEVEL ANALYSIS

Consider two neighbor nodes m and n respectively with
Km and Kn antennas. Suppose that m wants to transmit an
α-stream flow f of data to n. Let’s also suppose that there
are β streams currently received by nodes located within m’s
transmission range, and γ streams currently transmitted by
nodes located within n’s reception range. As mentioned in
Section II-D, although node m is left with Km−β degrees of
freedom that it can exploit to send a multiple-stream signal
with up to Km − β streams, it may actually be able to
transmit only α < Km − β streams due to power limitation.
In other words, the number (α + β) of concurrent streams
in the vicinity of m is likely to be less than its number of
degrees of freedom Km. Due to similar reasons, node n may
not be able to successfully receive α = Kn − γ streams even
though n is left with Kn − γ degrees of freedom. Hence, the
number (α + γ) of concurrent streams in the vicinity of n
is likely to be less than its number of degrees of freedom
Kn. The objective of this section is to statistically derive the
two numbers Mt(f) ≡ (α + β) ≤ Km and Mr(f) ≡ (α +
γ) ≤ Kn given the statistical characteristics of the wireless
channel and the availability/limitation of network resources.

The numbers Mt(f) and Mr(f), which respectively capture
the transmission capabilities of m and reception capabilities
of n, will be used to provide flow-level admission control
methods as we shall see in Section IV.

To derive Mt(f) and Mr(f), we proceed as follows.
First, provided that there are β streams currently received
by nodes located within m’s transmission range, we derive
the probability Pt(α, β) of m successfully transmitting an α-
stream signal to n without causing interference to any of the β
nearby streams. Likewise, we derive the probability Pr(α, γ)
of n receiving an interference-free α-stream signal from m
provided that there are γ streams currently transmitted by
nodes located within its reception range. Both probabilities are
derived based on 1) the statistics of the wireless channel, 2)
the channel estimation errors, 3) the nodes’ power availability,
and 4) the network topology. Second, given that at most ξm%
of m’s packets can be erroneous while having an acceptable
quality of communication, we use the derived probability
Pt(α, β) to determine Mt(f). Similarly, given ξn, we use
Pr(α, γ) to determine Mr(f).

A. Derivation of Pt(α, β) and Pr(α, γ)
Let {m1,m2, . . . ,mp} denote the set of m’s neighbors

that are receiving the β streams and βi denote the num-
ber of streams that node mi is currently receiving for
all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} (i.e.,

∑p
i=1 βi = β). Similarly, let

{n1, n2, . . . , nq} denote the set of n’s neighbors that are
transmitting the γ streams and γi denote the number of streams
out of γ that node ni is transmitting for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}
(i.e.,

∑q
i=1 γi = γ). For each i = 1, 2, . . . p, we assume that

m knows the receiving weight vector of mi as well as the
channel matrix between it and mi. Similarly, we assume that
n knows the transmitting weight vector of each ni and the
channel matrix between it and ni for all i = 1, 2, . . . , q.

1) Error-Free Channel Coefficient Estimation: Node m can
design its α transmitting weight vectors u∗

m,j , j = 1, 2, . . . , α,
by solving the following optimization problem

Πt :
minimize

∑α
j=1 ||um,j ||2

subject to Amum,j = aj , j = 1, 2, . . . , α

where aj is the column vector of length α + β defined as
[0 0 . . . 0 1 0 0 . . . 0]T (1 is at the jth position), and Am is the
α+β by Km matrix defined as [Ãm,n Ãm,1 Ãm,2 . . . Ãm,p]T

with Ãm,n = [Hm,nvn,1 Hm,nvn,2 . . .Hm,nvn,α ] and
Ãm,i = [Hm,mi

vmi,1 Hm,mi
vmi,2 . . .Hm,mi

vmi,βi
] for all

i = 1, 2, . . . , p. Similarly, node n can design its receiving
weight vectors v∗

n,j , j = 1, 2, . . . , α, by solving the following
optimization problem

Πr :
minimize

∑α
j=1 ||vn,j ||2

subject to Bnvn,j = bj , j = 1, 2, . . . , α

where bj is the column vector of length α + γ defined as
[0 0 . . . 0 1 0 0 . . . 0]T (1 is at the jth position), and Bn is the
α + γ by Kn matrix defined as [B̃m,n B̃1,n B̃2,n . . . B̃q,n]T

with B̃m,n = [HT
m,num,1 HT

m,num,2 . . .HT
m,num,α ] and

B̃i,n = [HT
ni,nuni,1 HT

ni,nuni,2 . . .Hni,nuni,γi
] for all i =

1, 2, . . . , q.
Clearly, if α + β > Km or α + γ > Kn, node m cannot

transmit any stream to n without interfering with at least one
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of the other streams. Hereafter, we assume that α + β ≤ Km

and α + γ ≤ Kn.
Theorem 1: Πt and Πr each has a unique solution given

respectively by u∗
m,j = AT

m(AmAT
m)−1aj and v∗

n,j =
BT

n (BnBT
n )−1bj , for j = 1, 2, . . . , α.

PROOF: The proof is not included due to space limitation.
The optimal values P ∗

m (the minimum possible transmit
power of m normalized to the noise power) and P ∗

n (the
minimum possible receive power of n normalized to the noise
power) of respectively Πt and Πr are then given by P ∗

m =∑α
j=1 aT

j (AmAT
m)−1aj and P ∗

n =
∑α

j=1 bT
j (BnBT

n )−1bj .
After determining their optimal weight vectors by solving Πt

and Πr, nodes m and n need then to verify that their power
budgets are not violated. That is, node m can transmit each
of its α streams to node n without causing interference only
if P ∗

m ≤ Pm and P ∗
n ≤ Pn.

It is important to note that both solutions u∗
m,j and v∗

n,j

are instantaneous in the sense that they must be deter-
mined on a packet-by-packet basis. If any of the nodes
in {m1,m2, . . . ,mp} or {n1, n2, . . . , nq} decide not to be
receiving or other nearby nodes happen to be receiving during
the transmission of the next packet, then any of u∗

m,j and v∗
n,j

may not be solutions anymore and hence any of P ∗
m ≤ Pm

and P ∗
n ≤ Pn may no longer hold. In other words, while it

may currently be possible to transmit while having a certain
number of interferers in the same vicinity, it may not be
possible during the course of the next packet transmission
if the number of interferers changes. Moreover, even if the
number of interferers remain unchanged during the next packet
transmission, being able to transmit the current packet does
not mean that it would be possible to transmit the next one.
This is due to the fact that channel coefficients are variant
both over time and from one node to another. At the packet
granularity, this does cause any problem since nodes will have
to solve Πt or Πr on a packet-by-packet basis to determine
whether it would be possible for them to carry interference-
free communications. At the flow-level, however, one needs to
be able to provide guarantees on meeting all long-term rates of
the currently admitted flows. Flow-level rate guarantees will
be the focus of the next section. Here we provide packet-
level statistical guarantees by deriving the probabilities of
successfully carrying α communications in concurrence with
β receptions within the sender’s transmission range and γ
transmissions within the receiver’s reception range. These
probabilities will be useful for the flow-level analysis as we
shall see in Section IV.

Let’s assume that all the α streams consume the same
amount of power. Hence m and n can at most utilize Pm

α and
Pn

α to respectively transmit and receive each of the α streams.
For every stream j = 1, 2, . . . , α, the optimal amount of
transmit power consumed by j is P ∗

m,j = aT
j (AmAT

m)−1aj .
Likewise, the optimal amount of power that node n uses to
receive j is P ∗

n,j = bT
j (BnBT

n )−1bj . Since the elements of
Am and Bn can each be modelled as Gaussian i.i.d random
variable with zero mean and unit variance [16], Am and Bn

are of rank α + β and α + γ respectively. Thus the random

variables Xt and Xr defined as Xt ≡ 1
P∗

m,j
= aT

j aj

aT
j

(AmAT
m)−1aj

TABLE I

Pt(α, β) FOR Km = 3.

β = 2 β = 1 β = 0
α = 1 α = 1 α = 2 α = 1 α = 2 α = 3

Pm = 0 dB 31.7 60.6 15.7 80.1 36.7 8.3
Pm = 14 dB 65.5 90.4 52.7 97.8 81.8 43.8
Pm = 20 dB 75.2 95.1 65.5 99.2 90.5 58.4

and Xr ≡ 1
P∗

n,j
= bT

j bj

bT
j

(BnBT
n )−1bj

for any j = 1, 2, . . . , α,

are known to both have a chi-squared distribution respectively
with Km − α − β + 1 and Kn − α − γ + 1 degrees of
freedom [17]. Taking into account the power constraints and
following similar analysis to [16], the probabilities Pt(α, β)
and Pr(α, γ) can be written as

Pt(α, β) =
∫ ∞

α
Pm

cKm−α−β+1(x)dx (2)

and

Pr(α, γ) =
∫ ∞

α
Pn

cKn−α−γ+1(x)dx (3)

where ci(x) is the central chi-squared distribution with i
degrees of freedom for i = Km −α −β +1,Kn −α − γ +1.
In Table I, we provide a numerical example showing Pt(α, β)
for different combinations of α, β, and Pm when Km = 3.
For example, suppose that the maximum transmit power of m
(normalized to the noise power) is Pm = 20 dB and there is
one stream currently received by a node located within m’s
transmission range (β = 1). Node m then has a 95.1% chance
of successfully transmitting a stream of data to n (α = 1)
without causing interference to its nearby received stream.

There are two points that require attention regarding the
error-free channel estimation based probabilities Pt(α, β) and
Pr(α, γ), given respectively by Eqs. (2) and (3). First, for a
fixed sum (α + β), it can easily be seen from Eq. (2) that
larger values of α—and hence smaller values of β—result
in lower chances of having α + β successful and concurrent
communications in the sender’s vicinity. However, decreasing
α in detriment of increasing β to keep the sum (α + β)
constant will result in higher chance of concurrent success
of the α + β communications. Referring to the example
illustrated in Table I, when Pm = 20 dB, the chances of
success when (α = 1, β = 2) are 75.2%; whereas those when
(α = 2, β = 1) are 65.5%. Hence, although α + β is kept
equal to 3, higher α results in lower chances. Similar analysis
applies to the reception case. For a fixed sum (α+γ), it follows
from Eq. (3) that larger values of α result in lower chances
of having α + γ successful communications in the receiver’s
vicinity. Therefore, one can conclude that exploiting spatial
reuse is more desirable than exploiting spatial multiplexing
since the former results in higher chances of success. The
second point that is also important to mention is that due to
perfect channel coefficient estimation, the ability of receiving
one or more interference-free streams depends only on the
number of nearby current transmitters and not on their power
levels. As we shall see in the next section, this is no longer true
when we consider an imperfect channel estimation method.
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2) Erroneous Channel Coefficient Estimation: Due to the
imperfectness of the channel estimation method, real channel
coefficients are likely to differ from those estimated ones.
Therefore, the α streams may cause unexpected interference
to any of the β nearby streams due to m’s imperfect nulling.
Likewise, any of the α streams received at n may experience
unexpected interference due to n’s imperfect interference
suppression of signal coming from the γ nearby streams.
This undesired interference typically degrades the signal to
interference and noise ratios (SINRs) of the affected receivers
including node n. One way of improving the SINR at node n
is to increase the power P ∗

m,j at which stream j is transmitted.
This, however, in turn will increase the amount of interference
any of the β streams may experience resulting in further
decrease in their SINRs. Instead, we propose that the sender
(e.g., node m) must have enough transmit power to combat
the worst case interference that its desired receiver (e.g., node
n) might experience before transmitting.

The excess interference power experienced at node n due
to n’s neighbor k’s transmission of a given stream j is σ2

EP ∗
k,j

where again σ2
E is the channel estimation error and P ∗

k,j is the
optimal power level used by node k to transmit its jth stream.
Now let’s see how much excess interference any given m’s
stream j0, 1 ≤ j0 ≤ α, received at n would experience due to
all n’s nearby transmitted streams, including the other α − 1
streams transmitted by m and interfere with j0. If we let ∆P ∗

n

denote such excess interference, then one can write

∆P ∗
n =

{∑α
j=1,j �=j0

P ∗
m,j +

∑q
i=1

∑γi

j=1 P ∗
ni,j

}
σ2

E

=
{

α−1
α P ∗

m +
∑q

i=1 P ∗
ni

}
σ2

E .

If we consider the worst-case scenario where all n’s nearby
streams are transmitted at their maximum power levels and
if we let Pmax denote the highest power level that any node
could transmit at, then the amount of the worst-case interfer-
ence ∆Pn experienced by node n’s jth stream can be written
as ∆Pn = (α−1

α + q)Pmaxσ2
E . Now when considering the

above interference ∆Pn, the probability Pt(α, β) of having
node n receive successfully any one of the α streams in
concurrence with q nearby transmitters can be written as
Pt(α, β) =

∫ ∞
α(1+∆Pn)

Pm

cKm−α−β+1(x)dx.
Recall that our approach proposes that in order for a

transmitter m to communicate with a receiver n, m must be
able to null its signal at all its nearby receivers and n must
be able to suppress the interference caused by all its nearby
transmitters. As just discussed above, due to imperfect interfer-
ence suppression, the transmitter m must also account for the
unexpected interference caused by the q current transmitters
located in the vicinity of n when deciding whether it will be
able to successfully transmit to n.

Suppose that based on m’s current state (power availability,
the number of n’s nearby transmitters, and channel informa-
tion), m finds out that it is capable of nulling its signal at
all its nearby receivers as well as combating the unexpected
interference experienced by n and hence it can successfully
communicate with n. Now suppose that just after m started
transmitting to n, one or more nodes that happen to be n’s
neighbors decide to transmit (they were not active transmitters
when m was deciding to transmit). Although, these nodes

must have already nulled their signals at all nearby receivers
including n, they may still cause undesired interference at n
due to errors in their estimated channel coefficients. This may
cause an unexpected SINR degradation at n which, in turn,
may result in an unsuccessful communication between m and
n. There are two ways of dealing with this problem. One way
is to ignore it; i.e., let packets be retransmitted whenever n is
not able to decode them due to excessive interference. Another
way is to consider the more conservative interference case.
Instead of considering the interference caused by only the q
nearby and current transmitters, we consider the interference
that would have been caused if all the neighbors of n transmit
at their peak powers. Hence, if we let κ(n) denote the number
of all neighbors of n and ∆P ′

n = (α−1
α + κ(n))Pmaxσ2

E , the
probability Pt(α, β) of having node n receive successfully
any one of the α streams can now be written as

Pt(α, β) =
∫ ∞

α(1+∆P ′
n)

Pm

cKm−α−β+1(x)dx. (4)

Recall that, in the erroneous channel estimation case, receivers
still compute their Pr(α, β) as in the error-free channel
estimation case, given by Eq. (3).

B. Transmit/Receive Degrees of Freedom: Mt(f) and Mr(f)
Again, suppose that a node m wants to transmit an α-stream

flow f of data to a neighbor node n. Given α and ξn, one
can use Eq. (3) to determine the number γ, and hence, the
number (α + γ), such that Pr(α, γ) ≥ 1 − ξn. We call the
number (α + γ), corresponding to the largest α such that
Pr(α, γ) ≥ 1−ξn, receive degrees of freedom of f and denote
it by Mr(f). Recall from Section III-A.1 that for a fixed sum
(α + γ), larger values of α result in lower chances of having
α+γ successful communications in n’s vicinity; i.e, given ξn,
the larger α, the smaller (α + γ). Note that because Mr(f)
is to be used in next section to develop flow-level admission
conditions, we chose it to be the one that corresponds to the
worst-case scenario; i.e., when α is the largest. As for m’s
transmission capability, the probability Pt(α, β) depends not
only on the sum (α + β) and the number α, but also on
the number of n’s nearby neighbors κ(n). Similarly, given
α, ξm and κ(n), m can use Eq. (4) to compute the number
Mt(f) ≡ (α+β) ≤ Km that corresponds to the largest α such
that Pt(α, β) ≥ 1 − ξm. We will refer to Mt(f) as transmit
degrees of freedom of f .

Note that both the transmit and the receive degrees of
freedom may differ from one flow to another due to the fact
that nodes may have different acceptable frame error rates,
different maximum transmit/receive power, and/or different
number of neighbors. Hence, hereafter, each flow f will be
characterized by two numbers Mt(f) and Mr(f). These two
statistical numbers will be used to provide data rate guarantees
at the flow level, as we shall show in Section IV.

IV. FLOW-LEVEL ADMISSION CONTROL

In the previous section, we described the transmission and
the reception capabilities of nodes from a packet-level’s stand-
point. Based on channel estimation errors, channel statistics,
and power availability, we derived a probabilistic transmit
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Fig. 3. Illustrative network graphs.

and receive degrees of freedom that both capture the tradeoff
between the spatial multiplexing and the spatial reuse benefits
offered by the multiple antennas. Although packet-level analy-
sis alone cannot provide guarantees that can be used to control
flow admissibility, it is an essential step toward developing
flow-level admission control conditions. In this section, we
use the packet-level analysis to derive flow-level sufficient
conditions under which the rates of all current admitted flows
in the network are guaranteed (statistically) to be met.

A. Node Topology and Flow Interference Graphs

Let’s associate each flow f in F with the pair
(Mt(f),Mr(f)) of the transmit and the receive degrees of
freedom as determined in Section III-B. We represent the
wireless network via two graphs: node topology graph and
flow interference graph. The former graph is an extension of
the node topology graph G = (N ,L,F) defined in Section II-
A to include all pairs (Mt(f),Mr(f)) associated with all
flows f ∈ F . Recall that each link l ∈ L corresponds to
an unordered pair of neighbor nodes in N whereas each flow
f ∈ F is formed by an ordered pair of nodes (m,n) ∈ L
such that m has data to transmit to n. We refer to m as
the transmitter of flow f and n as the receiver of flow f .
We show an illustrative example of a node topology graph in
Fig. 3(a) where circles represent element of N ; lines (both
dashed and continuous) represent elements of L; and arrows
represent elements of F . For every node m ∈ N , we let
Ft(m) denote the set of all flows whose transmitter node
is m, and Fr(m) denote those whose receiver node is m.
For example, referring to the node topology graph shown in
Fig. 3(a), Ft(3) = {f4, f5} and Fr(3) = {f1}.

The flow interference graph models the set F of all flows in
the network as a directed graph H = (F , E) where E ⊆ F×F .
An ordered pair (f, g) ∈ F × F belongs to E if and only if

1) f and g do not share a node between them and 2) the
transmission of flow f causes interference at the receiver of
flow g. Note that if (f, g) ∈ E , it does not necessary mean
that (g, f) ∈ E . The graph H that corresponds to the node
topology graph G given in Fig. 3(a) is shown in Fig. 3(b)
for illustration. For every f ∈ F , we let Er(f) and Et(f)
denote the sets of outdegree and indegree flows of f in H .
That is, the receiver of every flow in Er(f) interferes with the
transmitter of f ; while the transmitter of every flow in Et(f)
interferes with the receiver of flow f . Referring to the example
in Fig. 3(b), Er(f2) = {f1} and Et(f2) = {f1, f3, f5}.

B. Flow Data Rate Feasibility Conditions

Let W denote the link bandwidth of the wireless medium
in bits per second; i.e., a maximum of τW bits a one-stream
communication can attain in the interval [0, τ ] seconds. Let’s
assume that each f in F flows data traffic at a rate of x(f)×W
bits per second. Let x = [x(f)]f∈F be the vector, referred to
as flow rate vector, representing the normalized data rates of
all flows in F . The flow rate vector x is said to be feasible
in H if there exists a time schedule in which the rates of all
flows are satisfied. Formally, x is feasible in H if there exists
a time schedule S = [0, τ ] of length τ > 0 in which every
flow f ∈ F communicates τ × x(f) × W bits.

It is important to mention that there are two types of
constraints that affect the feasibility of a flow rate vector.
The first type of constraints is that typically resulting from
interference. As already mentioned, due to interference, nodes
cannot have more communications in their vicinity than what
their degrees of freedom allow. The second type of constraints
is due to nodes’ radio capabilities; e.g., a node cannot receive
and transmit at the same time. For example, referring to
the node topology graph shown in Fig. 3(a), observe that
even when node 4 has two transmit and two receive degrees
of freedom (which would allow two concurrent flows in its
vicinity), flows f5 and f6 cannot be active simultaneously
due to node 4’s radio restriction. In this paper, however, a
node is allowed to transmit multiple streams each going toward
different receivers as long as its transmit degrees of freedom
allow it. Likewise, a node is allowed to receive multiple
streams each coming from a different transmitter as long as
its receive degrees of freedom allow it. The following theorem
states a necessary condition on rate feasibility that is due to
the radio limitation.

Theorem 2: A flow rate vector x = [x(f)]f∈F is feasible
in H only if ∀ m ∈ N ,

∑
f∈Ft(m)

x(f)
Mt(f)

+
∑

f∈Fr(m)

x(f)
Mr(f)

≤ 1

PROOF: The proof is not included due to space limitation.
In the remainder of this paper, a vector x = [x(f)]f∈F in

H is considered to be a flow rate vector if it satisfies the radio
conditions stated by Theorem 2. We now focus on deriving
sufficient conditions under which flow rate vectors are feasible.

Theorem 3: x = [x(f)]f∈F is feasible in H if ∀ f ∈ F ,

x(f) ≤ max

⎧⎨
⎩

Mt(f)
|Er(f)| + 1

,Mt(f) −
∑

g∈Er(f)

x(g)

⎫⎬
⎭ ,
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and

x(f) ≤ max

⎧⎨
⎩

Mr(f)
|Et(f)| + 1

,Mr(f) −
∑

g∈Et(f)

x(g)

⎫⎬
⎭ .

PROOF: The proof is not included due to space limitation.

C. A Link-Bandwidth Calculation Mechanism

We now use the conditions of Theorem 3 to propose a
distributive, link-bandwidth calculation mechanism that pro-
vides every wireless node with the capability of determining
the available bandwidth between it and each of its neighbors.
This mechanism is used in Section V to extend AODV [18] to
support end-to-end flows with QoS requirements. We propose
that each node m maintains a Flow Contention Table with as
many entries as m’s neighbors. Let m.N denote the set of m’s
neighbors. An entry of the Flow Contention Table of node m
corresponding to a neighbor node n ∈ m.N should contain
the following fields:

• m.κ(n): The number of neighbors of n. This field is
needed to compute m.Mt(n) as described later and is
sent by n. That is, m.κ(n) = |n.N|;

• m.Mt(n): The available transmit degrees of freedom at
m to transmit to n (computed using Eq. (4));

• m.Mr(n): The receive degrees of freedom that are avail-
able at m to receive from n. It is computed using Eq. (3)
and the information in the field m.κ(n);

• m.xt(n): The rate of the current flow transmitted from
m to n;

• m.xr(n): The rate of the current flow received by m and
transmitted by n; i.e., m.xr(n) = n.xt(m);

• m.xt: The sum rate of all flows whose transmitter is m;
i.e., m.xt =

∑
k∈m.N m.xt(k);

• m.xr: The sum rate of all flows whose receiver is m;
i.e., m.xr =

∑
k∈m.N m.xr(k);

• m.yt(n): The sum rate of all flows whose transmitter is
n; i.e., m.yt(n) = n.xt; This field is sent by n;

• m.yr(n): The sum rate of all flows whose receiver is n;
i.e., m.yr(n) = n.xr; This field is sent by n;

• m.κt: The number of nodes that are neighbors of m and
have flows to transmit;

• m.κr: The number of nodes that are neighbors of m and
have flows to receive;

• m.rt(n): The available rate that can be transmitted
by m to n without violating the radio constraints as
provided by Theorem 2; m.rt(n) = m.Mt(n){1 −∑

k∈m.N ( m.xt(k)
m.Mt(k) + m.xr(k)

m.Mr(k) )};
• m.rr(n): The available rate that can be received by

m from n without violating the radio constraints as
provided by Theorem 2; m.rr(n) = m.Mr(n){1 −∑

k∈m.N ( m.xt(k)
m.Mt(k) + m.xr(k)

m.Mr(k) )};
• m.ct(n): The available rate that can be transmitted by m

to n while satisfying the sufficient conditions provided
by Theorem 3; m.ct(n) = max{m.Mt(n)

m.κr+1 ,m.Mt(n) +
m.xt −

∑
k∈m.N m.yr(k)};

• m.cr(n): The available rate that can be received by m
from n while satisfying the sufficient conditions provided
by Theorem 3; m.cr(n) = max{m.Mr(n)

m.κt+1 ,m.Mr(n) +
m.xr −

∑
k∈m.N m.yt(k)};

• m.at(n): The available rate that node m can transmit to
node n; m.at(n) = min{m.rt(n),m.ct(n)}.

• m.ar(n): The available rate that node m can receive from
node n; m.ar(n) = min{m.rr(n),m.cr(n)}.

A node can rely on its Flow Contention Table to decide
whether to accept a new flow destined to one of its neighbors.
We assume that new flows are always requested through (or
initiated by) the transmitter of the flow. If the rate of the
new flow is greater than the available rate that a node can
transmit, then the request for a new flow is denied. When
the transmitter’s Flow Contention Table indicates an available
bandwidth greater than the requested rate, the transmitter then
sends a special message (flow request message) to the receiver.
Only when both the transmitter and the receiver have enough
bandwidth, can the flow be admitted.

The available rate that a node can transmit or receive over
a link depends on several factors such as 1) the channel
conditions and power availability; 2) the number of neighbors
having flows to carry; and 3) the rates of the interfering flows.
These factors are dynamic and hence change over time. Each
node constructs and updates its Flow Contention Table dis-
tributively based on an exchange of messages between it and
each of its neighbors. Whenever there is a relevant change in
its Flow Contention Table (such as a new flow has emerged,
a flow has finished, etc), a node must broadcast an update
to all its neighbors. Each Flow Contention Table field can be
updated either by the node itself (e.g., m.xt), or via receiving
it from the appropriate neighbor (e.g., m.κ(n)). Fields that
should be sent by the node’s neighbors are indicated in the
above itemized description of the Flow Contention Table.

It is worth mentioning that the complexity of the proposed
mechanism in terms of message overhead is minimum for
three reasons. First, the mechanism is distributive; i.e., each
node requires information exchange with its immediate neigh-
bors only to build its Flow Contention Table. Second, most
of the entries are computable based on local information;
i.e., no need for exchanging control messages with neighbors.
Third, even those entries that must be sent by a node’s
neighbors can be sent along with those control messages that
the underlying MAC protocol needs to exchange anyway. For
example, NULLHOC [1] requires that nodes exchange their
transmitting/receiving weight vectors to their neighbors prior
to establishing their communications. Hence, the admission
control messages could be sent along with NULLHOC’s con-
trol messages. In terms of memory space, the complexity of
the mechanism is also minimum, again, due to its distributive
feature. Nodes are required to keep track of their immediate
neighbors’ information only. As for the complexity in terms
of the time required to find routes, it is that of the underlying
routing protocol since our mechanism relies on existing end-
to-end routing protocols such as AODV [18] to operate.

It is important to reiterate that this paper does not propose
a MAC protocol. Instead, we propose an admission control
mechanism that relies on 1) underlying MAC protocols to
exchange its messages, and 2) existing routing protocols to
find QoS aware routes for end-to-end flows. Here, we use
NULLHOC [1] and AODV [18] as the underlying MAC and
routing protocols.
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TABLE II

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

sym. Description Value

N number of the wireless nodes 50
A size of the cell 100 × 100 m2

d range of the signal’s transmission 20 m
K size of the antenna arrays 8
W capacity of the wireless medium 54 Mbps
R̄ average of the end-to-end flow data rates 3%W Mpbs
ξ tolerable frame error rate 3%

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
admission control mechanism by 1) studying its end-to-end
flow acceptance capability and 2) determining its network
throughput utilization. The evaluation is carried out via in-
tensive simulations each of which is run until the measured
metrics converge to within 1% of the real value at a confidence
level of 98%.

A. Simulation Method

We simulate random wireless ad-hoc networks each consist-
ing of N nodes. The capacity of the medium, W , is defined as
the maximum number of bits that a one-antenna equipped node
can transmit in one second. Nodes are uniformally distributed
in a cell of size A meters square where two nodes are consid-
ered neighbors if the distance between them does not exceed
d meters. Each node is equipped with a K antenna array
and associated with a maximum normalized power selected
from a uniform distribution in the range [0.8P̄, 1.2P̄] where P̄
is the average of the maximum normalized powers. During
the course of simulations, end-to-end flows are generated
randomly according to a Poisson process with arrival rate λ.
Each end-to-end flow is characterized by 1) a random pair
(source – destination) of nodes; 2) a chain of one-hop flows
constituting the shortest path between these two nodes; 3)
a flow data rate selected from a uniform distribution in the
range [0.8R̄, 1.2R̄] where R̄ is the average of the data rates;
and 4) an exponentially distributed duration of rate µ. We
define η = λ

µ to be the network load. Simulation parameters
are summarized in Table II.

B. End-to-End Flow Acceptance Capability

First, we study the effect of the network load η on the
end-to-end flow acceptance capability of the admission control
mechanism. To do so, we measure the flow blocking probabil-
ity Bp of end-to-end flows during simulations. When a new
end-to-end flow arrives, the flow is admitted to the network
only if all flows (previously and newly accepted flows) satisfy
the conditions stated by the admission control mechanism.

Figs. 4 and 5 show Bp as a function of the network load η
respectively for different values of the maximum normalized
powers and the channel estimation error variances. Note that,
as expected, when the maximum transmit powers increase or
the variances of the channel estimation errors decrease, the
end-to-end flow blocking probability of the admission control
mechanism decreases and hence the flow acceptance rate
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increases. Given the network load η, the average maximum
normalized power P̄, and the channel estimation error variance
σ2

E , the figures also allow to determine the number of admitted
and currently active end-to-end flows in the network. For
example, when η = 200, P̄ = 40 dB, and σ2

E = 10−3, then
Bp ≈ 0.25 and hence the number of end-to-end flows currently
admitted into the network is about (1 − Bp) × η = 150.

C. Network Throughput Utilization

In Section V-B, we evaluated the flow acceptance capability
of the admission control mechanism in terms of the number
of admitted and currently active flows in the network. In this
section, we would like to know how much of the total network
throughput those admitted and currently active flows utilize?
To answer this question, we define two metrics, Actual Total
Bit Meter Per Second (U) and Upper Bound Total Bit Meter

Per Second (Û), as U =

∑
f∈Fall

Rf×Df×Lf

T and Û = A
πd2 ×

K×W×h̄ and measure them during the course of simulations.
Fall is the set of all admitted end-to-end flows; Rf , Df , and
Lf are respectively the rate in bits per second, the duration in
seconds, and the length in meters of the end-to-end multi-hop
flow f ; T is the total simulation time in seconds; and h̄ is
the average hop length in meters. We define the normalized
network throughput utilization (ρ) to be ρ = U/Û . The idea
here is that, during a one-second period, a cell could at most
have A

πd2 concurrent communications (spatial reuse) each of
which could at most deliver K × W bits2 over a distance
of h̄ meters. Clearly, in practice, the upper bound Û cannot
be achieved due to: 1) the limitation of transmit powers; 2)
the errors associated with channel estimation methods; 3)

2This corresponds to when: 1) all antenna elements are used for spatial
multiplexing; 2) there is no power limitation; and 3) the channel estimation
method is perfect.
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Fig. 6. Normalized network throughput utilization (ρ) for network load
η = 400: confidence level = 98%, confidence interval = 1%.

the possibility of having some portion of the cell empty of
nodes—unbalanced distribution of the nodes over the cell;
and 4) the possibility of having some nodes not forwarding
data—unbalanced distribution of the flows’ data rates over the
nodes. The upper bound is, however, used as a baseline for
measuring the network throughput utilization obtained under
the proposed admission control mechanism.

It is important to reiterate that the developed admission
control theory has two key features that one needs to evaluate
separately. First, since the mechanism relies on the derived suf-
ficient conditions (stated by Theorem 3) to admit/reject flows,
it is then worth determining how conservative the mechanism
is due to the sufficiency of these conditions. Second, even
when the conditions are also necessary, physical limitations
such as power limitation and errors of channel estimation
methods are also expected to degrade the performance of the
network. Hence it is also worth studying the effectiveness of
the proposed admission control mechanism in the presence of
these physical limitations.

To determine how conservative the proposed sufficient
conditions are without considering the impact of physical lim-
itations, we first run simulations during which the maximum
transmit power constraint of all nodes is relaxed (unlimited
power P̄ for each node). We then simulate for different
combinations of maximum normalized powers and channel
estimation errors to study the impact of physical limitations
on the effectiveness of the admission control mechanism. The
impact of the sufficiency of the conditions as well as that of the
physical limitations on the network performance is evaluated
in terms of the achievable normalized network throughput
utilization ρ.

Fig. 6 shows the normalized network throughput utilization
ρ for a network load of η = 400. Each bar corresponds
to a combination of a maximum normalized power P̄ and
a channel estimation error variance σ2

E . Note that when the
power constraints are relaxed (P̄ is unlimited), our proposed
sufficient conditions result in a normalized network throughput
utilization of 0.72. Hence the proved sufficient conditions
perform well since, as mentioned earlier, the upper bound Û

(with which the measured network throughput U is compared)
is practically unattainable. (To the best of our knowledge,
admission control methods for wireless ad-hoc networks using
multiple antennas have not been developed yet and hence
we only can evaluate/compare our method with respect to
an upper bound.) The figure also illustrates that the network
throughput utilization decreases as the maximum transmit
power decreases or as the variance of the channel estimation
errors increases. For example, when P̄ = 40 dB and σ2

E =
10−3, the normalized network throughput utilization is ρ =
0.52. In essence, the figure shows that for reasonable values
of the physical parameters, the admission control mechanism
results in high network throughput utilizations.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper develops an admission control theoretical frame-
work that exploits the benefits of multiple antennas to bet-
ter support applications with QoS needs in wireless ad-
hoc networks. The developed theory provides wireless ad-
hoc networks with flow-level admission control capabilities
while accounting for cross-layer effects between the PHY and
the MAC layers. First, we develop a packet-level statistical
framework that models the spatial reuse and the spatial multi-
plexing benefits offered by the array of antennas. Second, we
use the proposed packet-level statistical method to develop
a flow-level admission control theory. Through simulations,
we show that the proposed theory results in high end-to-end
flow acceptance rates and network throughput utilizations. We
also demonstrate the importance and the effect of considering
cross-layer couplings into the development of admission con-
trol methods.
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